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Abstract—Modern blockchains have evolved from cryptocurrency substrates to trust-decentralization platforms, supporting
a wider variety of decentralized applications known as DApps.
Blockchain remote procedure call (RPC) services emerge as an
intermediary connecting the DApps to a blockchain network.
In this work, we identify the free contract-execution capabilities
that widely exist in blockchain RPCs as a vulnerability of denial
of service (DoS) and present the DoERS attack, a Denial of
Ethereum RPC service that incurs zero Ether cost to the attacker.
To understand the DoERS exploitability in the wild, we
conduct a systematic measurement study on nine real-world
RPC services which control most DApp clients’ connection
to the Ethereum mainnet. In particular, we propose a novel
measurement technique based on orphan transactions to discover
the previously unknown behaviors inside the blackbox RPC
services, including load balancing and gas limiting. Further
DoERS strategies are proposed to evade the protection intended
by these behaviors.
We evaluate the effectiveness of DoERS attacks on deployed
RPC services with minimal service interruption. The result shows
that all the nine services tested (as of Apr. 2020) are vulnerable
to DoERS attacks that can result in the service latency increased
by 2.1X ∼ 50X. Some of these attacks require only a single
request. In addition, on a local Ethereum node protected by
a very restrictive limit of 0.65 block gas, sending 150 DoERS
requests per second can slow down the block synchronization of
the victim node by 91%.
We propose mitigation techniques against DoERS without
dropping service usability, via unpredictable load balancing,
performance anomaly detection, and others. These techniques
can be integrated into a RPC service transparently to its clients.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advent of operational blockchains, decentralized
applications (DApps) running atop these systems are gaining
popularity, providing decentralized finances (DeFi), online
gaming, information-security infrastructures, etc. A typical
DApp is architectured in three layers: DApp clients running
inside web browsers send requests to a Remote Procedure
Call (RPC) service that translates the clients’ requests to
cryptocurrency transactions or queries to a blockchain P2P
network. Such a RPC service operates on a blockchain full
node maintained directly by the DApp owner (i.e., an inhouse RPC node) or a set of nodes hosted by a third party
(i.e., a third-party RPC service) intended to ease DApp deployment. Given the ever-growing blockchain states (e.g., 130
GB and 1.8 TB for a fully synced and an archived Ethereum
node, respectively, as of 2018), the RPC service plays an

increasingly important role in the DApp ecosystem, scaling
DApp clients to low-end mobile devices and web browsers.
Major blockchains today flock to roll out RPC supports, which
spawn a good number of services in practice, including nine
service providers (as is evaluated in this work) supporting the
Ethereum’s JSON-RPC interface [7], blockchain.info [2] with
Bitcoin’s JSON-RPC [1], dfuse.io [6] and greymass.com [14]
with EOSIO’s Chain API [3], stellar.org [16] with Stellar
Horizon [10], etc. These services host the majority of DApps;
for instance, at least 63% of Ethereum based DApps use one
RPC service [5].
Despite its importance, the RPC service is less decentralized
(one to hundreds of nodes) than the blockchain network (of
tens to hundreds of thousands of nodes) and therefore could
become a single point of failure should a denial of service
(DoS) attack happen, which could lead to the collapse of the
whole DApp ecosystem. It is important to note that DoS is
known to pose a significant threat to the blockchain ecosystem,
particularly in Bitcoin exchanges and mining pools [21], [19].
We believe such an attack can also be launched against a
victim RPC service, allowing a service competitor to steal
customers from the victim. Besides, the perpetrator who denies
a RPC service can illicitly manipulate the transaction order of
a financial DApp [18], [17] and gain profit. For instance, in an
auction for registering an Ethereum domain [8] or purchasing
a CryptoKitty [4], a bidder can delay others’ bidding transactions through denying the RPC service they use to win the
auction at an unfairly low price. As another example, a client
depositing to a hash-time-lock contract (HTLC), as widely
used in blockchain applications (e.g., atomic intra-chain or
cross-chain swaps [20] and payment channels [13], [22]), can
defer the withdrawal of the deposit after the expiration of
the lock (so-called grieving [18]) by denying the RPC service
used by the withdrawal, thus retaining the deposit. With such
significant implications, this security risk, however, has never
been studied before.
Menace of DoERS. Our research shows that indeed this risk is
realistic and serious: today’s RPC services are vulnerable and
can be easily disabled by a new type of DoS attacks (which we
call DoERS or Denial of Ethereum Rpc Service) that exploit
the free execution capability they expose. More specifically,
blockchain systems support the Gas-free execution of a smart
contract on an individual RPC node, such as Ethereum’s

eth_call RPC [11] (and eth_estimateGas [12] running the same code path). An eth_call can be triggered
to run any smart contracts including those reading and/or
updating their states. Unlike the transaction-triggered smart
contract execution, the eth_call-triggered execution occurs
locally on the recipient RPC node, and its state update, if any,
will not be propagated to or reflected in the global blockchain
state. The purpose of such a capability is to enable a variety
of real applications in pre-production contract testing (e.g.,
estimating the smart-contract cost before DApp deployment by
estimateGas), “stored-procedure” like database analytics
on blockchain and decentralized financial analysis, and others.
Most importantly, eth_call is often free. Therefore, the adversary can deploy on the blockchain an attack smart-contract
involving a resource-consuming procedure (e.g., an infinite
loop of hashing computations) and then trigger it through
eth_call. This attack is shown in our research to effectively
stop a node from performing critical operations for all DApps
it hosts, including block/transaction synchronization, serving
RPC requests, etc.
Notably, DoERS is different from other DoS attacks on
the blockchain network, as studied in the prior research [24],
[15], [9], [23]. First, it aims at disrupting the communication
channel between a blockchain and its DApps by blocking
third-party RPC services, not taking down the blockchain itself
as the other attacks do. Second, our attack exploits a unique
weakness – Gas-free contract execution on RPC-enabled
Ethereum nodes, while existing DoS attacks seek underpriced instructions for attacking replicated smart-contract execution [24], [15], [9] or misusing mining mechanisms [23].

ment study on the nine leading RPC services that control
the connection between most DApp clients and the Ethereum
network. Our measurement on leading RPC services’ load
balancers, using a novel orphan-transaction based prober, has
brought to light the hidden strategies they take, which enables
targeted attacks on DApps and clients they serve.
• Mitigation. We also studied the potential mitigation on the
new threat, identifying a few promising solutions, including
the ones that selectively penalize the DApps or clients consuming a large amount of resources on a node.
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The attack is non-trivial to carry out. We need to overcome
the protection already in place on each Ethereum node, such
as limiting each call’s Gas and time, through strategically
delivering continuous queries at an alarmingly low rate below
the victim’s rate limit. Also it is less clear how extensively
RPC interfaces are open to the public on the nodes operated
by the DApp owners. Even more challenging is the use of
third-party RPC services, which typically run a load balancer
in front of RPC nodes. Such a balancer hides the node(s)
serving a specific DApp and spread out its clients’ requests
using undisclosed strategies. Understanding how it works is
critical to the success of an attack targeting a specific DApp or
a specific client of the DApp. For this purpose, we performed
an analysis and measurement study on Ethereum.
Contributions. The contributions of the paper are outlined as
follows:
• New attack. We identify a new denial of service weakness
in today’s blockchain, showing that the widely existing free
query calls enable a potential resource depletion attacks on
RPC services, a weakest link of the DApp ecosystem. Also
we implemented the attack on Ethereum incurring zero Ether
costs and demonstrated the real-world impact of the threat
across leading RPC services.
• New understanding. We performed a systematic measure-
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